Please note: Maximum total weight capacity for this product is 30 pounds (13.6 Kg), (10 pounds (4.5 Kg) maximum per hook).

Note: For safe mounting, Pottery Barn recommends the following:

- Stud mounting is preferred over dry wall mounting when possible.
- Consult your local hardware store if you have any questions about installing this product.

Parts included: 1 - VERTICAL HOOK 18AB

Wood Stud Mounting:

1. Mark the location on the wall as per the provided Vertical Hook 18ab.
2. Using a Phillips-head screwdriver, now put the screws into the Vertical Hook 18ab first and then drive the screws into the wall at the location. The screws should be tight and flush to the Vertical Hook 18ab.

Dry Wall Mounting:

1. Mark the location on the wall as per the provided
2. Using a Phillips-head screwdriver, drive the dry wall anchors directly into the wall at the location. Do not force the dry wall anchors as they are designed to bore a hole into the wall without much pressure.
3. Using a Phillips-head screwdriver, now put the screws into Vertical Hook 18ab and then drive the screws in to the dry wall anchor. The screws should be tight and flush to the Vertical Hook 18ab.

CARE AND INSTRUCTION:
- Wipe with a soft, dry cloth.
- To protect the finish, do not apply household cleaners or abrasives.

Thank you for your purchase